EUROPEN MARITIME AND FISHERIES FUND

€340 million to support the
Blue Economy & the Common Fisheries Policy
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund

€ 340 million for 2014-2020

Support to Common Fisheries Policy

Maritime policy

Blue economy
Blue investment

Maritime surveillance
Marine knowledge
Blue Economy calls

2016
Blue Careers
Blue Labs
Blue Tech
Nautical routes
9M€

2017
Sustainable Blue Economy
15,1M€

2018
Blue economy
18,7 M€

2019
Blue Economy Window: 22,5 M€
Blue Economy Calls

€ over 43,5 million for 68 projects 2016–2018

Blue economy
Blue investment
26 projects - 19M€

Blue Careers
18 projects for 11M€

Sustainable tourism
5 projects – 1,4M€

Marine Environment
8 projects for 5,3M€

Blue Labs: from research to business
11 projects – 7M€
Blue Labs: from research to business
23 jobs created
EU contribution: 496.652,00€
Working towards planet’s repair

EU contribution: € 312,998.00
First line response to oil spills

EU contribution: € 294,540.00
Solutions for innovation in corrosion for energy

EU contribution: € 676,684.00

© Canva
100% sustainable fish-farming

EU contribution: € 438,563.00

© Canva
Using free wind to move our vessels

EU contribution: € 810.151,00
Blue Economy Calls

Marine Environment
Reducing marine litter by 20-40%

EU contribution: €550,691,00
Working towards planet’s repair

EU contribution:
€ 1,486,108,00
MENTOR

Mentoring for the sea

EU contribution: € 551,810,00
Sustainable tourism
WAOH! Route

A dive into adventure

EU contribution: € 299,920.00

© WAOH! Route
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